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Calculations using constrained density-functional theory have been carried out for the
Ba12xKxBi12yPbyO3 system, using a full-potential linearized-augmented-plane-wave method and employing
fcc supercell geometries with two formula units. The results have been mapped onto Hubbard-type models in
order to extract values of interaction parametersU at the Bi sites. Two different mapping procedures have been
utilized. The first one is the standard method, based on the comparison of total-energy curvatures. The second
method, proposed in the present work, relies on the analysis of single particle energies and yields much smaller
numerical errors. For BaBiO3 interaction parameters are obtained for the following models:~i! s andp orbitals
at Bi andp orbitals at O sites. Here,Us53.160.4 eV,Usp51.460.2 eV,Up52.260.4 eV are found,~ii !
s~Bi! and p~O! orbitals, yielding Us51.960.7 eV, and ~iii ! an effective one-band model, leading to
Us50.660.4 eV. Further studies have been performed for breathing distorted BaBiO3 and for various
Ba12xKxBi12yPbyO3 alloys using virtual crystal approximations. The resultingU values are somewhat larger
than for pure BaBiO3 . Thus, in all cases, the values of BiU parameters are found to be positive. There is no
indication of a negativeU of electronic origin.@S0163-1829~96!05928-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

In Pb or alkali-doped BaBiO3 with perovskite structure,
high values of superconducting transition temperatures are
observed, which extend up to 13 K for Pb-doped alloys and
up to 30 K for K- or Rb-doped alloys.1,2 Undoped BaBiO3 is
nonmetallic; here oxygen octahedra around the Bi ions ex-
hibit alternating distortions of breathing-in and breathing-out
type.3 These distortions have been interpreted by chemists as
charge disproportionations of the Bi41 ions into either
Bi51 or Bi31 ions. Some authors have attributed the apparent
valence instability of Bi41 to the presence of a ‘‘negative
U ’’ effect of atomic origin and have proposed that the large
Tc values of doped BaBiO3 are also caused by this feature.

4,5

In such a view, the BaBiO3 system would be complementary
to the cuprate superconductors, being a negativeU Hubbard
model system, while the cuprates represent manifestations of
positiveU Hubbard models.

In this paper we report on calculations to determine the
values ofU parameters of appropriate Hubbard-type models.
In these calculations density-functional theory6,7 is used and
charge constraints are imposed on the valence electrons. The
method of constrained density-functional theory~CDFT! is
based on ideas of Gunnarsson and Lundqvist and has been
generalized and first applied by Dederichset al.8,9 It has pre-
viously been used by Schlu¨ter and co-workers and by other
groups to determineU values in the case of cuprate
superconductors.10–13 The basic idea is to measure the
change in the total energy, when charge at specific ions is
‘‘elongated,’’ i.e., enhanced or decreased, by imposing ap-
propriate constraints. The curvatures of the CDFT total en-

ergy results are then mapped onto curvatures of the total-
energy results obtained from Hubbard-type models where
similar constraints are imposed.

The most important features of the electronic structure of
BaBiO3 are the wide conduction bands formed by hybrid-
ized O 2ps and Bi 6s orbitals.14 The Fermi energyEF is
situated in the antibonding part of the band complex. Many
nonbonding O 2p bands lie around 2–5 eV belowEF .
There is considerable admixture of Bi 6p orbitals in the con-
duction bands, especially at higher band energies. Thus an
appropriate tight-binding Hamiltonian should include Bi
6s, 6p and O 2ps orbitals. In principle, we are then able to
determine values of both on-site interaction parameters
Us~Bi!, Up~Bi!, Usp~Bi!, Up~O!, and of intersite parameters
Vsp~Bi-O! andVpp~Bi-O! for nearest neighbors and even for
higher neighbors.

However, it is advantageous to keep any changes of the
average ionic charges as small as possible — or else we
would deal with a different chemistry. Therefore the con-
straints have to be imposed in an antisymmetric way, i.e., for
atomA1 of the super unit cell a charge reduction is imposed
while for atomA2 a corresponding charge increase is en-
forced. Moreover, there will be interactions ofA1 andA2 ,
because of the charge flow. Therefore, it is necessary to
choose the two atomsA1 andA2 as far away from each other
as possible. ForUp~O! as well as for theV parameters, these
requirements can only be met using supercells of 4 to 8 for-
mula units. Since we had to limit the cell size of the CDFT
calculations to about 10 atoms/cell, only theU~Bi! param-
eters could be extracted.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, a short de-
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scription of constrained density-functional theory is given.
Two different procedures of mapping the CDFT results onto
Hubbard-type models are presented in Sec. III. The basic
density-functional calculations without constraints and their
tight-binding analysis are reported in Sec. IV, the results of
the CDFT calculations and of the mapping procedures are
presented and discussed in Sec. V. Concluding remarks are
given in Sec. VI.

II. CONSTRAINED DENSITY-FUNCTIONAL THEORY

In density-functional theory, the ground-state energyE0 is
a functionalE @%# of the charge density%, which is station-
ary with respect to any variation

d

d%
H E @%#2mS E d3r%~r !2ND J 50. ~1!

Here we have imposed the constraint of a fixed numberN of
electrons, using the chemical potentialm as a Lagrangean
multiplier. In order to enforce certain local chargesNi we
can include additional constraints

d

d%
H E @%#2mS E d3r%~r !2ND1l i S E d3r P̂ i%~r !2Ni D J

50 ~2!

~the operatorsP̂i will be specified below!.
For our CDFT calculations we apply the local density

approximation,8 so that the variational scheme will lead to
modified Kohn-Sham equations,

F2
D

2
1vH~r !1vXC@%;r #1l i l P̂i l Gxkm~r !

5F2
D

2
1VSC

l 1l i l P̂i l Gxkm~r !5«kmxkm~r !, ~3!

wherevH represents the ionic and Hartree parts, andvXC the
usual exchange-correlation part of the effective, self-
consistent single-particle potentialVSC

l — which also de-
pends on the imposed constraintsl i l via charge redistibution
effects.xkm(r ) denotes the Kohn-Sham eigenstates of wave
vectork and band indexm, which are linear combinations of
appropriate basis functionsfk1G :

xkm~r !5(
G

cG
kmfk1G . ~4!

As we use the linear augmented plane-wave method
~LAPW! local ‘‘charge elongations’’ can be generated only
inside the muffin-tin spheres around the atomic sites. There,
the Kohn-Sham equations have atomiclike solutions with
wave functionsc lm

i . The projectorP̂il acts as a local poten-
tial l i l P̂i l on c lm

i . The muffin-tin part of the LAPW basis
functions at sitei is given by15

fk j
~r !5(

lm
c lm
i 5(

lm
Rlm~ ur2Ri u;El ;k j !Ylm~ r̂ !,

rPmuffin tin of site i ~5!

and leads to the matrix elements

^fk j
uP̂il ufk j8

&5E
0

Ri
MT

dri r i
2(
m

3Rlm~r i ;El ;k j !*Rlm~r i ;El ;k j8
!. ~6!

Above we have used the abbreviationsr i :5ur2Ri u and
k j :5k1Gj , whereGj is a reciprocal lattice vector.

The charge density is given by

%~r !5(
km

f kmuxkm~r !u2 ~7!

with occupation numbersf km of stateskm. The total energy
as a function of the local chargeNil is given by

E~Nil !5E @%l i l
#2l i l(

k
f kmE d3rxkm* ~r !P̂ilxkm~r !.

~8!

Here%l i l
is the charge density as obtained under the con-

straint potentiall i l P̂i l .
Actually, E(l i l ) is computed instead ofE(Nil ), which is

obtained via the Legendre transformation

E~Nil !5E~l i l !2l i l Nil . ~9!

As E(Nil ) is determined by a variational procedure, it de-
pends quadratically on the ‘‘charge elongations’’
dNil5Nil2Nil

0 i.e.,

E~$Nil %!5E@%0#1 1
2 (
i l ,i 8 l 8

Ũ ll 8
i i 8dNildNi 8 l 8. ~10!

It was pointed out by Hybertsonet al.10,11 that the coeffi-

cients Ũ ll 8
i i 8 include all self-consistent charge redistribution

effects. These effects have to be incorporated properly into
the mapping procedures.

III. MAPPING PROCEDURES

A. Total-energy curvatures

In the Hubbard-type models, the local potentialsl i l P̂i l are
assumed to act on atomiclike wave functionsc lm

i . The ma-
trix elements equivalent to Eq.~6! lead to shifts of the orbital
energies« i l→« i l1l i l , causing the ‘‘charge elongations’’
dnil , which, in turn, may lead to further corrections of or-
bital energies and hopping terms. The values of the total
energiesEHM(nil ) are determined from mean-field solutions
of the models.EHM depends on the interaction parameters

Ull 8
i i 8, and so do the curvatures

ũ l l 8
i i 85

]2«HM

]nil ]ni 8 l 8
. ~11!

However, we cannot simply equateŨ ll 8
i i 8 andũ l l 8

i i 8$U% for the
determination of the interaction parameters$U%, as the
chargesdnil of the Hubbard models anddNil of the CDFT
calculations are not identical. These quantities differ for two
reasons:~i! the dNil are restricted to the muffin-tin spheres,
while thednil are not;~ii ! the LAPW orbital basis is much
larger and thus more flexible than the rather restricted tight-
binding basis. For small ‘‘charge elongations,’’ a linear de-
pendence
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dnil5(
i 8 l 8

All 8
i i 8dNi 8 l 8 ~12!

can be assumed. Knowing the matrixA, we can determine
the $U% values from the condition

Ũ 5
!
ATũ $U%A. ~13!

Note that the transformation matrixA is not equal to the
matrix Ā transforming the full charges

nil5(
i 8 l 8

Āll 8
i i 8Ni 8 l 8 ~14!

as was assumed in Ref. 10. There, the LMTO method with
overlapping muffin-tin spheres~and zero interstitial volume!
has been used. Ratiosnil /Nil'1.121.3 have been obtained,
so that the approximationA'Ā may have been reasonable.
We have found that for our LAPW calculations, where the
interstitial volume is'0.65 of the total unit cell, the assump-
tion A'Ā was not justifiable.

We have determined the elements of theA matrix from
fits of tight-binding models to the energy bands of the
CDFT-LAPW calculations. In these fits, only shifts of the
orbital energies were used as adjustable quantities. Then,
values ofdnil 8 could be determined and compared to values
of dNil 8. For our analysis we had to assume a site-diagonal
matrix A, as we always have imposed antisymmetric
‘‘charge elongations’’ at the two Bi sites.

The model Hamiltonians are of the form

Ĥ5 (
l l 8 i i 8s

Tll 8
i i 8ĉi l s

† ĉi 8 l 8s1 1
2 ( 8
i l l 8ss8

Ull 8n̂i l sn̂i l 8s8.

~15!

Here, (i ,i 8), (l ,l 8), and (s,s8) denote atomic sites, orbitals,
and spins, respectively.ĉi l s

† is the electron creation operator
andn̂i l s5 ĉi l s

† ĉi l s is the corresponding number operator with
^n̂i l s&5nil s . The summation prime excludes the nonphysi-
cal (l5 l 8) (s5s8) term. We haveTll 8

i i
5« i ld l l 8. As the

models include only Bi(s,p) and O(p) orbitals and since we
have restricted ourselves to two inequivalent Bi sites per unit
cell, we have only been able to consider the Bi on-site inter-
action parametersUs , Usp , and

Up5
1
5 Upxpx

1 4
5 Upxpy

. ~16!

In the mean-field approximation, the orbital energies« l are
modified in the following way:

«s
MF5«s

01 1
2 Us^n̂s&1Usp̂ n̂p&, ~17!

«p
MF5«p

01 5
6 Up^n̂p&1Usp̂ n̂s&.

Here ^n̂p&5(as^n̂pas&. Charge ‘‘elongations’’ are induced

by diagonal terms« i l
C5l i l , so that the mean-field Hamil-

tonian has the form

ĤMF5 (
l l 8 i i 8s

$@« i l
MF1l i l #d i i 8d l l 81Tll 8

i i 8~12d i i 8!%ĉi l s
† ĉi 8 l 8s .

~18!

EHM5^ĤMF& is found by self-consistent determination of the
densitiesnil .

B. Energy band analysis

Apart from total-energy values, the solutions of the Kohn-
Sham equations contain a wealth of information on changes
of energy bands, charge densities, and potentials under the
action of the respective constraint. From these data, theU
parameters can be extracted directly, without involving total-
energy curvatures, and, in the case of the LAPW method,
with the benefit of higher numerical accuracy.

The Kohn-Sham equations@Eq. ~3!#, which include the
‘‘constraint’’ potentialslP̂, induce ‘‘charge elongations’’
dNil and thus a charge flow

d%l5%l2%l50, ~19!

which results in a screening of the ‘‘constraint’’ potentials.
In the Hubbard-type models, such a screening is purely de-
termined by the interaction parametersUll 8 — when we can
justify that any changes of hopping terms can be ignored.

The self-consistent Kohn-Sham potentials of Eq.~3!

Vl@%l#5vH
l 1vXC

l ~20!

differ from the casel50 by

dVl5Vl2Vl50. ~21!

When translated into mean-field solutions of the Hubbard-
type models, the quantitiesdVl cause shiftsd« i l (dV

l) of
orbital energies because of the changesdnil 8. The total shifts
d« i l

l are given by

d« i l
l 5l i l1d« i l ~dVl! ~22!

5l i l1d« i l
MF ~23!

With the help of Eq.~17! we now can determine the quanti-
tiesUll 8 from the variations

d« i l
MF

dnil 8
5Cll 8Ull 8 ~24!

with

C5S 1/2 1

1 5/6D . ~25!

We can findd« i l
MF by analyzing the~non-self-consistent!

Kohn-Sham equations

F2
D

2
1VSC

l Gxkm
l 5 «̃ km

l xkm
l , ~26!

i.e., we carry out LAPW energy band calculations using only
VSC

l , and then determine the changesd« i l
MF in another tight-

binding analysis.
We have tried to estimate any changes of hopping terms

due todVl. This was done by allowing not only shifts of
orbital energies, but also modifications of the (sps) hop-
pings in the tight-binding fits. As will be discussed in some
detail in Sec. IV, the magnitudes of certain gaps both in the
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bonding and antibonding parts of the Bi(6s)O(2ps) bands
depend sensitively on the quantitiesD«s~Bi! andD(sps).
Our results give only very small values ofD(sps). Qualita-
tively this result may be seen from the CDFT energy bands:
there is always a much larger gap found for the bonding band
than for the antibonding band~see Sec. IV!. In effect, our
approximations corresponds to using a site diagonal matrix
A @Eq. ~12!#.

IV. LAPW CALCULATIONS WITHOUT CONSTRAINT
AND THEIR TIGHT-BINDING ANALYSIS

In order to obtain the reference parameters for the tight-
binding models underlying the respective Hubbard-type
Hamiltonians, we first carried out full potential LAPW cal-
culations for the BaBiO3 system. For these computations, as
well as for the CDFT ones, theWIEN full potential LAPW
code16 has been used. The implementation of the projectors
P̂i required certain changes in theFORTRAN code. In the
WIEN code all core states are treated fully relativistically,
while the valence and semicore states are calculated in the
scalar-relativistic approximation. A ‘‘two-window’’ tech-
nique was used, where the Ba 5s and the Bi 6d states were
calculated in a separate semicore ‘‘window.’’ Typical LAPW
parameters are given in Table I.

Both simple cubic unit cells~for one formula unit! and
face centered cubic unit cells~for two formula units per cell!
have been considered, with typically' 350 APW’s~sc! and
700 APW’s ~fcc!, respectively. 35~20! k points in the irre-
ducible Brillouin zone have been used for the iterations to
self-consistency, which was typically achieved after' 10
cycles. A small Fermi factor smearing of' 2.5 meV was
implemented to accelerate convergence.

A variety of calculations for the doped BaBiO3 system
have been performed. In the case of Ba12xBi 22yPbyO3, the
alloys were treated in the virtual crystal approximation
~VCA!. Similary, in the case of alkali doping for Ba, the
VCA was applied. As far as we could compare our results
with those of previous calculations of other groups, very
good agreement was found.

Our LAPW results were taken as the basis to extract ma-
trix elements for various tight-binding models. A fit proce-
dure very similar to the one described in Ref. 17 was used to
obtain the model parameters. For all tight-binding models, an
orthogonal basis was assumed, and, in general, the two-
center approximation was applied.

For model I, boths and p orbitals on the Bi~Pb! atoms
and p orbitals on the O have been included. The hopping

parameters were limited to atomic pair separationsd<a, the
sc lattice constant. Model I is quite similar to one used by
Mattheiss and Hamann14,18 and similar model parameters
were obtained. Note that we have distinguished between
(1,0,0) type O-O hopping~via intermediate Bi! and (0,1,0)
type O-O hopping~via the vacency!. This is the only devia-
tion from the two-center approximation.

Typical rms values are approximately 0.14 eV. The rms
deviations on the bonding and antibonding~Bi s) – ~O p-
s) band complex are much smaller, of order 0.05 eV. The
relatively large rms values arise from the nonbonding Op-
p bands. We believe that these deviations are mainly caused
by three-center effects in the nearest-neighbor Op-p hop-
ping terms. The parameters of model I are given in Table II.
It should be noted that they result in valuesns andnp of Bi
partial charges, which are in good agreement with the partial
chargesNs and Np inside the muffin-tin spheres of the

TABLE I. Atomic positions, muffin-tin radii (RMT), and linearization energiesEl for l50, 1, 2 of the
valence and semicore~in parentheses! parts of the full potential LAPW calculations for sc BaBiO3 . The
energies are given in Rydbergs and the positions in units of the sc lattice constanta0

sc58.215 bohrs.

Position RMT E0 E1 E2

x y z
Ba 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.6345 -0.25~-1.49! -0.32~-0.32! 0.30~-1.30!
Bi 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 -0.10~-0.10! 0.77~0.68! -0.30~-1.23!
O 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.75 -0.72~-0.72! 0.30~0.00! 0.30~0.30!

0.0 0.5 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.5

TABLE II. Tight-binding matrix elements of models I, II, and
III for sc BaBiO3 ~in eV!. The rms value of model I is'0.14 eV.
In model II the matrix elements involving Bip orbitals are set to
zero, all others are retained from model I. In model III only the first
and fourth nearest-neighbor~NN! Bi-Bi hopping matrix elements
are nonzero.hpp represents the crystal field splitting of the Ops

andpp orbitals.

‘‘On-site’’ matrix elements
es
Bi ep

Bi ep
Ox hpp

O-Bi

Model I
-5.75 2.95 -2.60 -0.03

Bi-O 1NN hopping
(sps) (pps) (ppp)
2.22 2.64 -0.63

O-O 1NN and 2NN hopping
(pps)(1) (pps)(2)

0.40 0.28

Bi-Bi 1NN hopping
(sss) (sps) (pps) (ppp)
-0.17 0.09 -0.33 0.33

Model III
(sss)-1NN (sss)-4NN

-0.41 0.10
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LAPW calculations. In particular, the ratiosnp /ns and
Np /Ns are very similar.

In an extension of model I, also Bas orbitals have been
incorporated. These are expected to influence mainly the un-
occupied conduction bands, as the LAPW results yield very
small 6s orbital occupation within the Ba muffin-tin spheres.
In the tight-binding model, a similarly small occupation of
Ba s orbitals could only be achieved by placing the orbital
energy«s~Ba! far above«p~Bi!, so that the Bas orbitals did
not affect the main Bi-O bands. Note also that our model
differs strongly from the tight-binding model of Ref. 19,
where the Bas orbital energy is much lower, while the Bi
p orbital energy is moved to very high energies aboveEF ,
resulting in very different partial charges.

Models II and III are simplified models. In model II, only
Bi s and Op orbitals are used. As a consequence, none of
the higher conduction bands is included in the model, also
the top of the antibondings-p band cannot be described
correctly. Further, when distortions such as the breathing-
type O displacements or Bi charge ‘‘elongations’’ are im-
posed, there is no flow of charge possible between Bis and
Bi p orbitals.

Model III represents an effective one-band model, where
only the Bi s orbital is considered. Consequently, only the
antibonding part of thes - p band complex can be described.
The parameters of models II and III are also given in Table
II.

As mentioned above, we have also performed LAPW cal-
culations for breathing distorted BaBiO3 , using a fcc cell
with the formula unit Ba2Bi~I!Bi~II !O6. Here, the Bi~I! site
is surrounded by the contracted O octahedron~‘‘breathing-
in’’ site with the formal valence 41d), while Bi~II ! is the
‘‘breathing-out’’ site ~formal valence 42d). Considerable
band splittings are observed both in the bonding and the
antibonding parts of thes-p band complex. Gaps appear es-
pecially along theL-W line of the fcc Brillouin zone. They
are much wider in the antibonding band than in the bonding
one. Further, orbital analysis of the LAPW results indicate
that the center of mass of the Bi~I! 6s density has moved
above the position of theL-W gaps, both for the bonding and

the antibonding bands. Correspondingly, the shifts of the
Bi~II ! 6s density occur in the opposite way. In Refs. 14 and
18, it was proposed to describe the band splittings
solely by changesD(sps) in the (sps) hopping
(sps)→(sps)6d(sps). This assumption results in ap-
proximately equalL-W gaps for both bands. Moreover, the
center of the Bi~I! bonding 6s density movesbelow the L-
W gap position, since the Bi~I!-O (sps) bonding states en-
hance their bonding character. In contrast, changes of the Bi
6s orbital energies«s~Bi!→«s~Bi!6d«s~Bi! result in an op-
posite shift of the 6s density in the bonding band, provided
that d«s.0 for Bi~I!.

We find that the two gradientsd(sps) andd«s have ap-
proximately equal size, whend«s is normalized per Bi-O
bond. This leads to the smallerL-W gaps in the bonding
bands and also constitutes the correct shifts of the 6s bond-
ing density.

The tight-binding gradients derived from the LAPW cal-
culation for breathing distorted configurations and from cal-
culations with different lattice constants are given in Table
III. The dependence of the tight-binding matrix elements on
Pb doping is listed in Table IV.

V. CDFT CALCULATIONS AND THEIR ANALYSIS

A. General description

For our fcc supercell with two inequivalent Bi atoms, it is
also possible to study changes of theU parameters under
imposed O ‘‘breathing’’ distortions. The most general form
of the ‘‘constraint’’ potential is given by

lP̂5ls~ P̂s
I2 P̂s

II !1lp~ P̂p
I 2 P̂p

II !. ~27!

When these constraint potentials are applied, the resulting
charge flows occur mainly between Bis andp orbitals and
between Bi~I! and Bi~II ! sites. The charge flow between Bi
and O is very small; even for the biggest values ofl —
which cause band gaps of several eV—the flow is of the
order of 0.01e.

TABLE III. Gradients of the tight-binding models I and II derived from breathing distorted LAPW
calculations~A and B! and calculations with changed lattice constants~C!. V and V̇ give the values of the
matrix elements for BaBiO3 and their derivative, respectively, with respect to the dopingx, within a linear
least-square fit.

BaPbxBi 12xO3 Fit
x51 x50.75 x50.5 x50.25 x50 V0 V̇ rms

A: breathing, model I
es
Pb/Bi2ep

Ox. -1.62 -2.07 -2.03 -1.97 -2.05 0.26 0.14
(sps)Bi/Pb-O -1.71 -2.10 -2.10 -1.93 -2.05 0.18 0.15

B: breathing, model II
es
Pb/Bi2ep

Ox. -1.92 -1.85 -1.78 -1.71 -1.64 -1.64 -0.28 0.01
(sps)Bi/Pb-O -2.11 -2.02 -1.93 -1.84 -1.75 -1.75 -0.36 0.01

C: lattice constant, model I
(sps)Bi/Pb-O -2.51 -2.64 -2.22 -2.25 -0.35 0.10
(pps)Bi/Pb-O -1.35 -2.00 -2.03 -2.10 0.53 0.22
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We have studied four classes of constraint potentials@Eq.
~27!#: ~1! ls.0, lp50. This case leads to a flowDNs from
Bi~I! to Bi~II ! and to a smaller backflowDNp . @For the
remaining part differences of physical quantities between the
Bi~I! and Bi~II ! site are denoted byD.] ~2! ls50, lp.0.
Here we get a flowDNp from I to II and some backflow
DNs . ~3! ls5lp.0 leads to flowsDNs andDNp from I to
II. ~4! ls52lp.0 leads to flowDNs from I to II and a
backflowDNp .

For each class of potential, at least three different values
of ls or lp up to ls,p50.25 Ry have been evaluated. The
classes~3! and~4! have been included to better determine the
bilinear coefficients (DNs)(DNp) on the total-energy sur-
face. Typical values ofDNs , DNp , etc. forls,p50.15 Ry
are given in Table V. The ‘‘muffin-tin’’ partial densities of
states for a calculation usingls50.2 Ry andlp50 are
shown in Fig. 1.

B. Analysis of the CDFT total energies

We may express the total-energy surface in the space of
DNs andDNp by

DE5Ũs~DNs!
21Ũp~DNp!

21ŨspDNsDNp . ~28!

The quantitiesŨs , Ũp , andŨsp are found by a least-squares
fit to approximately 15 values ofDE ~rms deviation'3

meV!. We find Ũs54.7 eV, Ũp59.0 eV, andŨsp55.1 eV.
Figure 2 shows a typicalDE versusDNs curve. Note that the
curvature doesnot yield Ũs , as lsÞ0 also includes finite
DNp values.

The numerical convergence of the total-energy values was
tested by using larger numbers of APW’s, increasing the
number ofk points from 20 to 89, and replacing the Fermi
factor smearing by a tetrahedral integration scheme in order
to increase the accuracy of the state occupation numbers. All
these tests did not lead to any significant changes in the

TABLE IV. Tight-binding matrix elements of model I for the BaPbxBi 12xO3 system~in eV!. The rms of
the least-square fit to the LAPW bands is'0.14 eV.V and V̇ give the values of the matrix elements for
BaBiO3 and their derivative, respectively, with respect to dopingx, using a linear least-square fit.

BaPbxBi 12xO3 Fit
x51 x50.75 x50.5 x50.25 x50 V0 V̇ rms

es
Pb/Bi2ep

Ox. -0.87 -1.48 -1.99 -2.61 -3.20 -3.19 2.32 0.01
ep
Pb/Bi2ep

Ox. 6.99 7.15 6.51 5.78 5.55 5.55 1.69 0.09
hpp
O2Pb/Bi 0.16 0.06 0.01 0.04 -0.03 -0.03 0.16 0.05

Pb/Bi-Pb/Bi 1NN hopping
(sss) -0.13 -0.15 -0.15 -0.16 -0.17 -0.17 0.04 0.01
(sps) 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.10 0.09 -0.01 0.08
(pps) -0.53 -0.11 -0.21 -0.37 -0.40 -0.33 0.00 0.07
(ppp) 0.30 0.42 0.37 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.03 0.02

Pb/Bi-O 1NN hopping
(sps) 2.12 2.13 2.17 2.19 2.22 2.22 -0.10 0.00
(pps) 2.57 2.68 2.71 2.63 2.60 2.64 0.01 0.02
(ppp) -0.59 -0.63 -0.57 -0.62 -0.64 -0.63 0.03 0.01

O-O 1NN hopping
(pps) 0.35 0.37 0.38 0.38 0.40 0.40 -0.04 0.00

O-O 2NN hopping
(pps) 0.19 0.13 0.21 0.27 0.28 0.28 -0.15 0.01

EF 0.99 1.87 2.35 2.56 2.59

N↑(EF) 0.96 0.13 0.21 0.32 0.51

TABLE V. Bi s and Bi p muffin-tin LAPW (DN) and tight-
binding (Dn) charge transfers obtained from the CDFT calculations
and the corresponding tight-binding analysis. Antisymmetric con-
straint potentialslP̂5ls( P̂s

I2 P̂s
II)1lp( P̂p

I 2 P̂p
II) were applied at

the Bi site. The changes in the total energyDE are given in mRy.

(ls ,lp)
(0.15,0.00) (0.00,0.15) (0.15,0.15) (0.15,20.15)

CDFT
DNs 0.27 -0.06 0.19 0.32
DNp -0.07 0.14 0.07 -0.21
DE 21.3 10.3 20.6 38.8

Tight-binding
Dns 0.46 -0.16 0.38 0.55
Dnp -0.12 0.32 0.21 -0.45
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curvature values (&1–2 %!. Consequently we estimate the
error of theŨ values to be' 2%.

The crucial point of the analysis is the scaling of the re-
spective flows of LAPW muffin-tin and tight-binding
charges. It turns out that the total chargesNl ~LAPW! and
nl ~tight binding! scale in a different manner than do the
differential chargesDNl andDnl . By adjusting the effective
orbital energies in the tight-binding models to the energy
bands of the CDFT calculations, we are able to determine the
Dnl values as functions of theDNl . Typical relations be-
tweenDnl and DNl are shown in Fig. 3. Note again that
Dnl does not only depend onDNl , but also onDNl 8, so that
the slopes do not directly translate into elements of the scal-
ing matrixAll 8.

In a good approximation, a linear scaling is found, and we
obtain for the scaling matrix@Eq. ~12!#

A5S 1.86 0.16

0.15 2.40D . ~29!

The error in the diagonal matrix elements ofA turns out to
be of the order'60.2–0.3. UsingA, we can replace

DE(DN) by DE(Dn). Note thatA enters quadratically the
expression forUi . This leads to a large enhancement of
errors in theU values.

Next we determine the corresponding total-energy
changes in the Hubbard-type models in mean-field approxi-
mation. Again we may write

DEMF5Ũs
HMDns

21Ũp
HMDnp

21Ũsp
HMnsnp ~30!

The curvaturesŨ i
HM are functions of the Hubbard parameters

Us , Up , andUsp . By equatingŨ i
CDFT5Ũ i

HM we can finally
determineUs , Up , and Usp . We find Us53.161 eV,
Up51.761 eV, andUsp51.261 eV. For the ‘‘bare’’ or-
bital energies« i

0 we have thereby obtained«s
05«p

026.8 eV,
«p
05«p~O!12.2 eV.
When we try to map the CDFT results on models II and

III, there is the problem, whether and how to include the
backflow in the LAPWp channel. This gives some more
ambiguity to the results. For the analysis, only class~1! con-
straints have been used. For model II, we findUs51.0–2.5
eV, with Ass51.4–1.8, while for model III~effective one-
band model! we getUs50.2–1.5 eV, withAss53.0–4.5 eV.

C. Results of energy band analysis

As discussed in Sec. III B, there is an alternate way of
extracting theU parameters from the analysis of the one-
particle energy bands. Both the bands of the CDFT calcula-
tions are needed — here the tight-binding analysis leads to
the values of the charge flowsDnl — and the bands obtained
from the Kohn-Sham equations@Eq. ~26!# — here the shifts
of orbital energiesD« l caused by the potential changes due
to the charge flows are extracted.

Figure 4 exhibits typical CDFT energy bands, with large
band gaps, especially in the bonding part of thes-p bands.
These gaps are mainly caused by the ‘‘constraint’’ potential
lP̂, which also induces the flow of charge in thes and p
channels as seen in the partial densities of states curves~see
also Fig. 1!. The bands obtained by solving Eq.~26! ~see Fig.
5! illustrate the role of the screening potentialDVSC

l , in-
duced by the charge flows. The band gaps are much smaller,
and the partial density of states curves indicate that, when

FIG. 1. LAPW muffin-tin DOS and partial DOS obtained by an
antisymmetric constraint potential withls50.2 Ry andlp50. For
comparison the DOS from calculationswithout constraint potential
is also shown~dashed lines!.

FIG. 2. CDFT total energy as a function of the Bis charge
transferDNs resulting from calculations withls.0 andlp50.

FIG. 3. Bi s andp charge transfersDns andDnp obtained from
the tight-binding analysis as functions of the corresponding muffin-
tin CDFT-LAPW charge transfersDNs andDNp .
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DVSC
l is taken withoutlP̂, the resulting charge would flow

back towards the equilibrium situation. The tight-binding
analysis yields the shifts of the orbital energiesD« l

MF ,
caused by the action ofDVSC

l , which can be related to the
Dnl and to theU parameters:

D«s
MF5 1

2 UsDns1UspDnp , ~31!

D«p
MF5 5

6 UpDnp1UspDns . ~32!

The approximately linear relation betweenD« l
MF andDnl is

illustrated in Fig. 6. Simply analyzing the slope in Fig. 6 and
thus neglecting theDnp contributions leads to an approxi-
mateUs value of 2.8 eV.

For a complete analysis, all 15 CDFT calculations have
been evaluated. The following values are found:
Us53.160.4 eV,Up52.260.4 eV, andUsp51.460.2 eV.
These numbers have considerably smaller numerical errors
than those obtained from the total-energy analysis.

For models II and III, similar procedures have been car-
ried out. The same ambiguities as discussed in Sec. V B are
valid here. Therefore, the values forUs exhibit much larger
spreads. For model II, we findUs51.3–2.5 eV, for model
III, Us50.2–1.0 eV. In spite of the bigger spread of the
numbers, there are no indications for negativeU values.

D. Values ofU parameters for ‘‘breathing’’ distorted BaBiO 3

In ‘‘breathing’’ distorted Ba2Bi~I!Bi~II !O6, the two Bi
atoms are inequivalent and may carry quite different ionic
charges. Consequently, the values ofU parameters may
change from the undistorted case. In particular, terms due to
first order in displacement are possible and may be impor-
tant.

Again we study the changes of charge densitiesdn and of
effective orbital energiesd«MF under constraints and now,
also under oxygen breathing distortionsh. We write

des
MF5 1

2 ~Us
01Us8h1Us9h

21••• !dns1

~Usp
0 1Usp8 h1Usp9 h21••• !dnp1

6VCR
s8 h1•••. ~33!

Here,Us andUsp are considered up toh2. VCF
s8 is a crystal

field derivative, caused by the shift of the oxygen potentials
acting on the Bis orbitals. It is important to note that any
changes in theU values linear inh move the center-of-mass
value

dēs
MF :5 1

2 @des
MF~ I!1des

MF~ II !#

5~ 1
4 Us8Dns

01 1
2 Usp8 Dnp

0!h1O~h2!, ~34!

whereDni
051/2(dni

I2dni
II), relative to the oxygenp level.

Assuming a value ofh50.035 Å~which is close to the mini-

TABLE VI. Change of the center of mass of the Bis on-site
energies~given in eV! of the tight-binding analysis due to breathing
distortion (h5ddBi-O50.035 Å! and antisymmetric constraint po-
tentials ~given in Ry! with lp50. Also shown are thes charge
transfers BiI→ Bi II Dns

0 , andDnp
0 , respectively.

ls5 0.2 0.1 0 -0.1 -0.2
dēs

MF 0.04 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.01
Dns

0 0.76 0.63 0.40 0.16 -0.26
Dnp

0 -0.14 -0.10 0.02 0.12 0.18

FIG. 4. Energy bands of the CDFT calculations for BaBiO3

with antisymmetric constraint potentialls( P̂s
I2 P̂s

II) and ls50.2
Ry. The dotted lines show the LAPW bands and the full lines the
corresponding tight-binding bands. In the right pannel of the figure
the Bi~I! and Bi~II ! s partial DOS from the tight-binding analysis
are shown.

FIG. 5. Energy bands calculated withVSC
l but without the con-

straint potential@Eq. ~ 26!#. The dotted lines show the LAPW bands
and the full lines the corresponding tight-binding bands. In the right
pannel of the figure the Bis partial DOS from the tight-binding
analysis are shown.

FIG. 6. Simplified analysis of the tight-binding energy bands:
Des

MF is shown as a function ofDns . The slope gives an estimate of
theUs value.
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mum of the frozen phonon calculations20–22! we have carried
out various constrained calculations. The results concerning
the center-of-mass shiftsd«̄s are summarized in Table VI.
Although considerable charge density variations occur, there
is hardly any change in the center-of-mass valuesd«̄s . The
only values ofUs8 and Usp8 compatible with Eq.~34! are
Us85Usp8 '0. We thus conclude that within our numerical
accuracy of approximately 0.02 eV/Å , there is no linear
dependence of theU parameters on distortions.

Further analysis of the constrained calculations yieldU
values as given in Table VII. Both methods of analysis give
very similar numbers, which are somewhat larger than the
values for undistorted BaBiO3 .

E. Dependence of theU parameters on band filling

Within virtual crystal approximation, we have also carried
out constrained calculations for a variety of alloys, with the
goal to study the dependence of theU parameters on
the filling of the antibonding Bi(6s)-O(2ps) band. The
band filling is modified either by assuming a noninteger
nuclear charge on the Bi site, ranging between Zeff582.25
5~Pb0.75Bi0.25! to Zeff583.55~Bi0.5Po0.5!, or by modifying
the nuclear charge on the Ba site. The constrained calcula-
tions have focused on the values ofUs , i.e., in all calcula-
tions we have putlp50. Only one constrained calculation
per alloy was performed and analyzed using the energy band
method. Thus the statistical errors of theUs values are some-
what larger than in the full analysis of BaBiO3 . The main
results of the alloy calculations are listed in Table VIII.

Interestingly, there is a significant parabolic variation of
Us with band filling ~see also Fig. 7!, which is beyond the
statistical errors. We interpret these results as caused by the
interactions of the charge ‘‘elongations’’ at the two different
Bi sites of our fcc superlattice. The latter corresponds to a
Bi~I!-Bi~II ! ordering wave of wave vectorQ5p/a(111), the
R point of the sc Brillouin zone. The bare conduction-band
susceptibility

x
Q

5(
k

f k2 f k1Q

«k2«k1Q
~35!

exhibits a large maximum at the half-filled case, so that the
interatomic screening of the charge elongations should be
largest there. This effect shows up in a parallel behavior of
Us and xQ

21 as a function of band filling~see Fig. 7!. We
expect that for constrained calculations using supercells
where theQ5p/a(111) vector is not involved, theUs val-
ues for undoped BaBiO3 should also increase.

F. Discussion of the results

In all three Hubbard-type models for BaBiO3 , the inter-
action parameters are positive. In particular, model I, the
most extended model with Bis and p, and Ops orbitals,
exhibits a value ofUs'3 eV. There, the intra-atomic screen-
ing of the constraint potentials occurs in an analogous way as
in the LAPW results, i.e., as a charge flow between Bis and
p charge density. In model II, where only Bis and Ops

orbitals are present, a somewhat smaller value ofUs'2 eV
is found. We think that the removal of the Bip channel
results in a more strongly screenedUs . In model III, an
effective one-band model, a further reduction ofUs to values
'0.8 eV, is obtained. For model III, the constraint potentials
produce very large inter-atomic charge flows, mainly be-
cause of the small bandwidth of the antibonding part of the
Bi(s)-O(ps) bands, which results in an effective hopping of
only '0.7 eV. In neither case, however, are indications for a
negativeUs found.

The CDFT calculations for breathing distorted BaBiO3

give two important results. First, any componentUs8 , linear
in the breathing distortionh, is vanishingly small@Us8
should lead to an asymmetry in theUs values of Bi~I! and
Bi~II !#. Second, there is a considerable change ofUs on both
Bi sites, i.e., quadratic inh. The CDFT results for various
alloys also indicate increases ofUs , now quadratic in the
deviation from the half-filled band case. We believe, there-
fore, that the half-filled band case of BaBiO3 is special, be-
cause of strong interactions of the Bi~I!-Bi~II ! ‘‘charge elon-
gations’’ due to strong nesting features.

TABLE VII. Values of U parameters~in eV! for Bi for the
breathing distortionh50.035 Å . Also listed are the ‘‘unscreened’’
gradients of the crystal field parametersVCF

s8 andVCF
p8 .

Us Up Usp VCF
s8 VCF

p8

~a! 3.560.4 2.560.4 1.760.2 24.460.2 21.760.2
~b! 3.861.0 2.561.0 1.961.0

TABLE VIII. Analysis of CDFT calculations for the
Ba12xKxBi12yPbyO3 system using the band analysis method. The
CDFT calculations were performed withls50.2 Ry andlp50.
ns(x)2ns

0 gives the change of the Bis partial occupation referred
to the undoped BaBiO3 , obtained without constraint.

Des
MF Dns ns(x)2ns

0 Us52Des
MF/Dns

BaPb0.75Bi 0.25O3 0.57 0.22 -0.33 5.2
Ba0.5K 0.5BiO3 0.55 0.27 -0.27 4.1
BaPb0.5Bi 0.5O3 0.53 0.31 -0.21 3.4
BaBiO3 0.84 0.57 0.0 2.9
BaBi0.5Po0.5O3 0.37 0.17 0.23 4.4

FIG. 7. Dependence of theUs value at the Bi/Pb/Po site on the
change of the respective partials chargedn̄s :5ns2ns

0 . Herens
0

represents the value of the Bis charge of undistorted BaBiO3 . Also
shown is the Us value of breathing distorted BaBiO3
(ddBi-O50.035 Å!. The dashed line illustrates the quadratic behav-
ior of the electronic susceptibilityxQ

21 for Q5p/a(1,1,1) as a
function of Pb or Po doping.
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Thus we think that theU values for pure BaBiO3 are,
indeed, a lower limit for the system, and we expect that
CDFT calculations employing larger supercells will lead to a
bigger value ofUs .

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have carried out calculations using con-
strained density-functional theory with the goal of obtaining
reliable estimates for the interaction parametersUs , Usp ,
andUp of Hubbard-type models for the BaBiO3 system.

For our calculations we have employed the full-potential
linear-augmented plane-wave scheme. The results have been
mapped onto appropriate Hubbard-type models by two dif-
ferent methods. The first one was used previously for cuprate
calculations and is based on the analysis of total-energy cur-
vatures and a mapping of the charge density variations
within the muffin-tin atomic spheres onto thoses of appropri-
ate tight-binding models. The second method, which to our
knowledge is presented here for the first time, is based on an
analysis of the two different kinds of single-particle energies,
one obtained from the total self-consistent potentials with
constraints, the other from the potentials without constraint,
but including the self-consistent responses to the constraints.
With this method, a more direct access to the values of the
U parameters is achieved, resulting in much smaller numeri-
cal errors. Actually we do not see a principal reason why the
second method has to be restricted to energy band schemes
employing a muffin-tin separation of atomic and interstitial
charges. It is conceivable to even use pseudopotential

schemes with a plane-wave basis for the evaluation of inter-
action parameters.

Due to computational limitations, only a fcc supercell
with two formula units could be studied. As a consequence,
only U parameters at Bi sites could be extracted.

Three different Hubbard-type models have been investi-
gated. The first and most complex model employss and p
orbitals at Bi sites andp orbitals at the O sites. In model I,
three interaction parametersUs , Usp , and Up have been
extracted. We find Us53.160.4 (3.161) eV,
Usp51.460.2 (1.261) eV, Up52.260.4 (1.761) eV;
thereby the values in brackets result from the total-energy
analysis. In model II, onlys ~Bi! and ps ~O! orbitals are
considered. Here, no intra-atomic screening of the constraint
potentials is possible, resulting in a lower value ofUs51.3 –
2.5 (1.0 – 2.5) eV. For the effective one-band model III,
even lower valuesUs50.2 – 1.0 (0.2 – 1.5) eV are found.

Further CDFT calculations for breathing distorted BaBiO3
and for a variety of alloys indicate that theU values for
BaBiO3 are a lower limit. Therefore we conclude that there
is no evidence for a negativeU at Bi atoms, which is of
electronic origin.
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